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Abstract: Distributed generation systems are emerging as a good solution as part of the response
to the world’s growing energy demand. In this context multi-phase wind generation systems are a
feasible option. These systems consist of renewable AC sources which requires efficient and controlled
power conversion stages. This work proposes a novel predictive current control strategy that takes
advantage of a multi-modular matrix converter topology in the power stage of a six-phase generation
system. The proposed method uses a coupling signal between the modules to decrease the error and
the total harmonic distortion compared to independent control of each module. Experimental results
validate the new control strategy showing the improvement regarding the target parameters.

Keywords: multi-phase wind generation systems; modular matrix converter; model predictive control

1. Introduction

Distributed generation is emerging as a new energy paradigm mainly based on the interaction
between several renewable energy sources often merging in a synergistic manner using small-scale,
decentralized, local on-side generation [1]. Among all the different generation sources, one of the
most promising is wind energy harvesting [2,3] and very active research is focused on multi-phase
wind energy generator (MWEG) systems [4]. Multiple three-phase windings in MWEG systems are
very convenient for wind turbines (WT) and several studies employing these topologies have been
conducted [5]. Some of the main features of MWEG systems consist of: (i) the possibility to split
the power and the current between a higher number of phases allowing per-phase inverter power
rating reduction; (ii) capability to work continuously even in presence of phase and/or inverter
faults; (iii) increasing availability, working time, and consequently, the annual energy yield [6,7].
Regarding MWEG, the six-phase wind energy generator (SpWEG) with two sets of three-phase stator
windings spatially shifted by 30 or 60 electrical degrees and isolated neutral points are probably
the most widely discussed topologies with fully rated back-to-back converter system focused on
distributed generation (DG) [8]. Several power electronic grid-connected converters (GCC) have
been used for DG systems, for example the active front-end (AFE), cascaded multilevel converters,
neutral-point-clamped (NPC) topologies and modular multilevel converters [9–13]. These topologies
must ensure an efficient current control to achieve aims of desired active and reactive flux control,
with minimum current and voltage harmonic distortions fulfilling defined quality standards. However,
most of the topologies are AC-DC-AC, requiring energy storage elements (i.e., capacitor banks)
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which add weight, volume and failure modes to the GCC topologies. Research has focused on the
development of a flexible direct AC-AC power interface based on a modular architecture capable of
interconnecting AC sources with the grid under the DG frame without the use of storage elements.
In this context, the matrix converter (MC) emerges as a plausible solution, providing a three-phase
sinusoidal voltage with variable amplitude and frequency using fully controlled bi-directional
switches without the use of storage energy elements [14]. Regarding the control of conversion
stages, several methods have been addressed such as: pulse width modulation (PWM), space
vector modulation (SVM), fuzzy control and model predictive control (MPC). [15–18]. MPC has
been implemented successfully for a number of applications as: current control [19,20], voltage
control [21], speed control [22], torque control [23], steady-state error suppression [24] and current
control combining multi-phase machines and multi-modular direct matrix converters (MMC) [25,26],
among others.

Some advantages of MPC are: (i) it is a more direct control strategy which can reduce the
complexity of other methods for MC control; (ii) several control objectives (such as output current,
input reactive power minimisation, source current control, etc.) and constraints can be considered
using different cost functions; (iii) fast and accurate performances in the transient and steady states;
and (iv) high controller bandwidth [27]. Among the advantages, the capability of including several
new control objectives through variations in the cost function is one of the most interesting and is
exploited in this work. Even when past proposals have met relevant international standards injecting
half of the desired current per module to achieve the desired injected current, it can be noted that when
multi-modular topologies are used, a coupling signal between the parallel three-phase MC modules
can be used to improve the performance taking an advantage of the predicted error for one module
including this error in the reference of the second to reduce the total error and the total harmonic
distortion (THD). The main contribution of this research is the proposal of a novel cost function in the
MPC that includes a coupling signal between the modules of a MMC topology for SpWEG systems
improving the response in terms of mean square error (MSE) and THD compared with the typical
MPC. In the following section the model of the conversion stage is presented.

2. Model of the Power Conversion System

As shown in Figure 1, the proposed topology consists of two three-phase MC modules connected
to the SpWEG by using a passive (C) input filter and then connected to the grid by an output (L) filter.
Each one of these modules is represented by the power electronic module shown in Figure 2.

Predictive Current
Control

Output Filter
Module 1

Input Filter

Module 2

Output FilterInput Filter

Figure 1. Proposed control scheme for SpWEG.
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MC

Figure 2. Topology of the direct matrix converter module with filters.

In this case, generated voltages by the SpWEG are indicated as ux, vx and wx where x ∈ {1, 2}
denotes the corresponding module. Input voltages of the MC are vixu, vixv and vixw and input currents
are iixu, iixv and iixw, respectively. The output voltages of the MC with respect to the corresponding
SpWEG neutral point (N1 or N2) are voxa, voxb and voxc. Moreover, output currents are iLxa, iLxb and
iLxc, respectively. Finally, the output filter voltages (i.e., the connected to the grid or load side) are vga,
vgb and vgc.

Each MC is composed of nine bidirectional power switches, which can generate 27 feasible
switching states [28]. If the three-phase vectors of voltages and currents are defined as:

vix =

 vixu
vixv
vixw

 , vox =

 voxa

voxb
voxc

 , vg =

 vga

vgb
vgc

 , iix =

 iixu
iixv
iixw

 , iLx =

 iLxa
iLxb
iLxc

 , (1)

then the following vectorial equations relate the input and output voltages and currents through the
switching states of the MC:

vox = S · vix, iix = ST · iLx, (2)

where S is the instantaneous transfer matrix, defined as:

S =

 Sua Sub Suc

Sva Svb Svc

Swa Swb Swc

 , (3)

and Sxy ∈ {0, 1} represents the state of the corresponding switch.
In order to avoid short circuits on the input side and ensure an uninterrupted current flow on the

load side, the switching signals Sxy must satisfy the following condition:

Suy + Svy + Swy = 1. y ∈ {a, b, c}. (4)
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The dynamic model of the passive output filter is defined as:

vox − vg = L f o
diLx
dt

+ R f oiLx, (5)

where R f o and L f o are the output filter leakage resistance and inductance, respectively.

3. Control Strategy

As mentioned on the first section, this paper proposes an improvement of a classical MPC for
a MMC topology in a SpWEG system. Model predictive control is one of the most promising high
performance control strategies due to its excellent dynamic behavior and flexibility in the definition of
control objectives and have been widely used on SpWEG systems control [29]. The MPC technique
uses a mathematical model of the system to predict the future behavior of the variables to be controlled.
The inherent discrete nature of power converters simplifies the MPC optimization algorithm in to
the prediction of the system behavior only for the set of feasible switching states. This approach is
called finite control set MPC (FCS-MPC). In a simplified manner, the FCS-MPC applied works as
follows: (i) the converter is modeled as a finite state system, (ii) the model of the output filter is used to
predict the current for every feasible switching state, (iii) a cost function is defined which represents the
desired system response and, finally, (iv) the switching state that minimize the cost function is selected
to be applied in the next sampling time. Based on this four steps, a technique using an independent
MPC for each module will be compared again a coupled MPC proposal in order to control the current
provided by a six-phase generator. Then, the first step in the implementation implies to obtain a precise
model. In this case, the discrete model of the system is derived from the continuous time linear system
for the input filter, the output filter, and the (α− β) transform defined in [30] as:

yα = 2
3 (ya − 0.5yb − 0.5yc) ,

yβ = 2
3

(√
3

2 yb −
√

3
2 yc

)
.

(6)

The output filter current prediction, using the forward Euler discretization of (5), is:

iLx(k + 1) =

(
1−

R f oTs

L f o

)
iLx(k) +

Ts

L f o
(vx(k)− vox(k)) , (7)

where Ts is the sampling time, iLx(k) and vox(k) are measured, and vx(k) is calculated for all switching
combinations to predict the next value of the output currents and evaluate the cost function in order to
select the optimum solution.

In the considered case, the main target consists in control every output current (iLx) and given
that the desired current is the sum of all module currents, the reference currents for each module are
defined as half of the desired total currents as:

i∗Lx =
i∗g
2

, (8)

where iLx represent the current supplied by the x module and i∗g the reference current that is required
to be supplied to the load or grid side.

Using (6), it is possible to calculate all the currents in (α − β) sub-space that reduces the
computations solving only two equations (i.e., α− β components) instead of three (i.e., every phase of
a three-phase system). Thereafter, for each feasible switching vectors the corresponding cost function
is evaluated.

In the first case, every module is considered as an independent source injecting half of the desired
total current, that is carried out using the typical predictive current control cost function:
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g1 =
(
i∗L1α − iL1α

)2
+
(

i∗L1β − iL1β

)2
,

g2 =
(
i∗L2α − iL2α

)2
+
(

i∗L2β − iL2β

)2
.

(9)

where i∗L1α, i∗L2α, i∗L1β and i∗L2β denote the reference currents in α − β and iL1α, iL2α, iL1β and
iL2β correspond to the predicted currents in α − β, respectively. From the evaluation of all the
possible vectors, the algorithm selects the optimal switching combination to be applied at the next
sampling period.

In the second case, the proposal consist of take advantage of the fact that the predicted error in
module 1 can be known given that the optimal switching vector for the first module can be determined
before the calculation of the corresponding for module 2. Then the predicted error could be introduced
in the cost function of the second module as a coupling signal, achieving an error reduction in the total
current that is the sum of both. Thereby, the first part of Equation (9) is the same to determine the
optimal vector for module 1. Once the vector to be applied in module 1 is determined, it is possible to
predict the future error as:

epα = i∗L1α − iopt
L1α,

epβ = i∗L1β − iopt
L1β,

(10)

been iL1αopt and iL1βopt the predicted output currents in α − β frame applying the optimal chosen
vector for module 1. In this way, the cost functions are defined as follows:

g1 =
(
i∗L1α − iL1α

)2
+
(

i∗L1β − iL1β

)2
,

g2 =
(
i∗L2α − iL2α + epα

)2
+
(

i∗L2β − iL2β + epβ

)2
,

(11)

Using these cost functions inside the predictive control frame, in the next section a comparison
among the independent control and the coupled control are presented in simulation environment.

4. Simulation and Analysis of the Technique

The proposed control strategy was simulated in the Matlab/Simulink environment. The chosen
system parameters are shown in Table 1. These parameters have been selected according to the
availability in the laboratory in order to validate the obtained simulation results by experiments.
Several operating points are considered to develop the performance analysis. In Figure 3, the response
for a series of steps from 2 to 10 A are shown at a sampling frequency of 20 kHz to observe the behavior
for low load currents. Figure 3a shows the independent control response, whereas Figure 3b the same
for the proposed coupled control. In Figure 4 the response from 20 to 80 A are shown to verify the
behavior for high operating points both for the classic approach as for the coupled control where
Vs = 220 V and R = 0.1 Ω have been chosen to achieve these load values. Note that both techniques
can correctly follow the reference, but the proposal seems to decrease the peaks of the variations
around the reference in all cases. In order to quantify the improvement, two comparisons were carried
out. In Figure 5 the variation of THD and MSE in terms of sampling frequency for different operating
points are shown. Figure 6 shows the same of the previous but for higher load currents to depict the
behavior of the proposal at these values of reference. The sampling frequencies were chosen based
on the experimental feasible values in 10 kHz, 20 kHz, 33 kHz and 40 kHz. These figures shown
that the proposed method was always better in terms of the target parameters compared with the
independent control for both low and high currents. In THD curve (i.e., upper row) the line of 5%
is shown in a blue line to indicate whether the international requirement is accomplished in each
case [31]. For example, at 10 A the requirement is always achieved but for 6 A only the coupled
technique complies with the maximum THD for 10 kHz. As expected on predictive control techniques
theory, both implementations show improvement as sampling frequency increases. In Figure 7 the
variation on THD and MSE are illustrated in terms of load current. As it can be noted, for 40 kHz
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it is possible to control all the values of current with low MSE and acceptable THD. Furthermore,
the proposal accomplishes with this even with 20 kHz mean while a decoupled implementation cannot
in low currents. Regarding the THD and considering all the three-phase currents, the improvement
was around 15% (i.e., worst case) to 55% (i.e., best case). In terms of MSE, the improvement was around
41% to 60% in phase a (i.e., the best case), but only around 3% to 26% in phase c (i.e., worst case) for
low currents. For higher load currents (i.e., more than 20 A), the MSE difference decreases and is
almost the same in both implementations. However, regarding THD the improvement stays around
50 %. The next section shows the experimental results obtained using a multi-modular SiC-MOSFET
based MC with two three-phase converters and six-phase input.

Table 1. Electrical parameters used in the topology.

Description
Electrical Parameters

Symbol Value Unit

Generator phase peak voltage Vs 110–220 V
Generator frequency fs 50 Hz
Input filter capacitance C f 11 µF
Output filter leakage resistance R f o 0.3 Ω
Output filter inductance L f o 10 mH
Load resistance R 5.3–0.1 Ω
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Figure 3. Tracking performance for different desired current from 2 to 10 A. (a) Independent output
current control. (b) Proposed coupled output current control.
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Figure 5. THD and MSE curves according to changes in switching frequency with fixed load. (a) For
2 A. (b) for 6 A and (c) for 10 A.
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Figure 7. THD and MSE curves according to changes in the load with fixed frequency. (a) fs = 10 kHz.
(b) fs = 20 kHz and (c) fs = 40 kHz.

5. Experimental Validation

In order to validate the improvement of the proposed technique, an experimental setup has
been assembled as is shown in Figure 8. The MC in this bench is based on the bidirectional switches
described and designed in [32].
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Figure 8. Experimental setup.

The control uses a MicroLabBox dSPACE and a Nexys 3 FPGA. The predictive control strategy is
implemented in the dSPACE. The FPGA oversees the timing, the application of the four-step current
commutation strategy [33], the safety operation and devices protection. The values of the electrical
parameters are the same as previous simulations and represented in Table 1. In this case, the six-phase
signal was generated with two three-phase generators connected to the input of the multi-modular
converter. The implemented algorithms are shown in Appendix A. It is important to note that the
implementation has one sampling time delay since it takes measured values in t0 and calculated
the optimal vector in this time, but the vector is applied in t0 + Ts. Therefore the implementation of
a predictive control technique with two steps horizon is used as can be observed in the presented
algorithms. In this context, Appendix A.1 consists of the typical predictive current control with
independent module control and Appendix A.2 is the improved technique using a coupling between
the control of the modules.

Figure 9 shows the oscilloscope measured currents for the proposed control technique, where iL1

is the current in module 1 following 0.5i∗g, iL2 is the module 2 current, following 0.5i∗g plus the
predicted error in module 1. It can be noted that the total supplied current has a good tracking of the
reference, but the currents of each module are different. The experimental results have been extracted
with calibrated instrumentation equipment. THD and MSE were used as parameters to analyze the
advantages of the proposed method. The first one considered as a performance parameter to observe
the improvement of the proposed MPC variation, was obtained by taking 25,000 measurements of the
signal with which the THD value was calculated, this process was performed 10 times, and finally the
arithmetic mean of these 10 values was obtained, this is done for each analyzed scenario. On the other
hand, the MSE, is used as a parameter for the analysis of experimental results in terms of error that the
algorithm throws, integrating the proposed control with the drive, measurement and load modules.
The arithmetic mean of a set of sample means of the MSE was calculated, since this is the best estimate
of the population mean. The results of THD and MSE are shown in two figures. Here is important to
mention that compared with simulation environment, experiments include the effects of the induced
electrical noise due to the increase on the sampling frequency, that is expected in switched systems
implementation. This issue can be diminished enhancing the shielding in wires and in the power
stage. The measurement stage shows typical noise levels associated to this kind of applications. Due to
these noises it is expected that the experimental results present higher levels in the target parameters
than simulations. However, considering these error sources, the main aim in the experimental setup
consist of shows the improvement of the proposal and, considering that the error introduced is the
same in both techniques, the difference is the control strategy and the results allows to validate the
phenomenon. Figure 10 shows how the improvement is achieved experimentally for all the considered
sampling frequencies at different load currents in terms of THD and MSE reduction. Figure 11 shows
the behavior for various operating points at the same sampling frequency. The experimental results
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allow to see that the proposal improves the performance of the predictive control reducing the THD
and the MSE in all the analyzed cases.

Figure 9. Output current waveforms with coupled control.
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Figure 10. Experimental performance of THD and MSE curves according to changes in switching
frequency with fixed load. (a) For 2 A. (b) for 6 A and (c) for 10 A.
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Figure 11. Experimental performance of THD and MSE according to changes in the load with fixed
frequency. (a) fs = 10 kHz. (b) fs = 20 kHz and (c) fs = 40 kHz.

6. Conclusions

Summarizing the proposal features it is possible to mention that the main strengths are (i) the
power conversion stage do not needs energy storage elements which results in less weight and
size compared with AC-DC-AC topologies, (ii) the control provides fast transient response with
suitable error and THD levels, (iii) the coupling signal allows to reduce error and THD improving
the performance of the conversion stage compared with the classical MPC current control and, finally,
(iv) the control strategy is very simply to implement and understand, making it versatile and easy to
adequate whether other control target is required. The proposal presents some weaknesses inherit
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the MPC techniques compared with modulation techniques as variable switching frequency that
may increase the noise due to the resonances in the filters if they are not well designed. However,
this issue can be solved using a modulated predictive control strategy to mitigate the variable switching
frequency problem. Considering the proposal, the computational burden increases compared with
classic MPC but thanks to the high capability of nowadays microcontrollers the increment is negligible.
From the simulation and the experimental tests it can be evidenced that the proposal variation of
the cost function and the implementation of the predictive control achieve an improvement in the
performance of the controller, reducing the THD and the MSE for several operating points and different
sampling frequencies. The technique has good tracking and allows use lower sampling frequencies and
extend the operating range of the controller. In this case the fact of having two converters interacting
among themselves has been exploited to increase the performance of the technique and the same idea
can be extended to another topologies and even improved modifying the cost function of the first
module considering the error of the second. Given the improvement in supplied electrical current
quality, the main contribution of the proposal consists of a new approach based on predictive control
that noticeable reduces THD and error, suitable for any multi-phase generation system that uses
more than one converter module. This can be the beginning of a series of proposals that can consider
this coupling, extending the implementation of the strategy to other multi-modular topologies in
varied applications.
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Appendix A. Predictive Current Control Algorithms for the Multi-Modular Matrix
Converter Topology

Appendix A.1. Independent Predictive Current Control

Algorithm 1 Independent predictive current control

1. Initialize gopt
1 := ∞, gopt

2 := ∞, vopt
o1 := 0, vopt

o2 := 0
2. Read measured vi1, vi2, iL1, iL2, vg

3. Compute predicted ik+1
L1 and ik+1

L2 using vopt
o1 and vopt

o2 in Equation (7)
4. for j=1 to 27
5. Compute vo1 and vo2 using Sj (Equation (2))
6. Compute the prediction of ik+2

L1 and ik+2
L2 using ik+1

L1 and ik+1
L2 calculation in Equation (7)

7. Compute the cost functions g1 and g2 (Equation (9))
8. if g1 < gopt

1 then
9. gopt

1 ← g1, Sopt
1 ← Sj, vopt

o1 ← vo1
10. end if
11. if g2 < gopt

2 then
12. gopt

2 ← g2, Sopt
2 ← Sj, vopt

o2 ← vo2
13. end if
14. end for
15. Apply the optimum vector Sopt ∈ {Sopt

1 , Sopt
2 }
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Appendix A.2. Coupled Predictive Current Control

Algorithm 2 Coupled predictive current control

1. Initialize gopt
1 := ∞, gopt

2 := ∞, vopt
o1 := 0, vopt

o2 := 0
2. Read measured vi1, vi2, iL1, iL2, vg

3. Compute predicted ik+1
L1 and ik+1

L2 using vopt
o1 and vopt

o2 in Equation (7)
4. for j=1 to 27
5. Compute vo1 using Sj (Equation (2))
6. Compute the prediction of ik+2

L1 using ik+1
L1 calculation in Equation (7)

7. Compute the cost function g1 (Equation (11))
8. if g1 < gopt

1 then
9. gopt

1 ← g1, Sopt
1 ← Sj, vopt

o1 ← vo1, ep ← (i∗L1 − ik+2
L1 )

10. end if
11. end for
12. for j=1 to 27
13. Compute vo2 using Sj (Equation (2))
14. Compute the prediction of ik+2

L2 using ik+1
L2 calculation in Equation (7)

15. Compute the cost function g2 (Equation (11))
16. if g2 < gopt

2 then
17. gopt

2 ← g2, Sopt
2 ← Sj, vopt

o2 ← vo2
18. end if
19. end for
20. Apply the optimum vector Sopt ∈ {Sopt

1 , Sopt
2 }
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